
Language is variable!
Ø Dialectal, sociolectal, idiolectal variation even within

a language—including in syntax

How do people deal with unfamiliar syntax?
Ø Prior evidence: Reading times adapt rapidly to an unfamiliar 

dialectal syntactic construction (e.g., Kaschak & Glenberg, 2004)
Ø But what are the mechanisms of adaptation?
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How do readers adapt to unfamiliar syntax?:
Evidence from needs+past participle

CONCLUSIONS
People rapidly adapt to unfamiliar syntactic constructions… 
Ø …but doesn’t impair competing conventional structures (not probabilistic prediction)
Ø …but doesn’t generalize to other, dissimilar novel structures (not relaxed standards)

Mechanism: Preparing for types of input without predicting? (Ferreira & Chantavarin, 2018)
Ø e.g., expecting deletions rather than additions (Ryskin et al., 2018)
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EXPERIMENT 1 (N = 119) – 4 between-subject conditions

EXPERIMENT 2 (N = 64) – 2 between-subject conditions

Replicate within-experiment
adaptation to Dialectal Need

Exposure to Dialectal Need
does not impair processing of
Conventional Need
Ø Inconsistent with probabilistic prediction (e.g., Jurafsky, 1996; Levy, 2008)—assigning 

greater probability to Dialectal Need should come at a cost to competing structures

Are people simply coming to expect any anomalous input? (Boland et al., CUNY 2015)
Ø Test generalization of Dialectal Need exposure to another, dissimilar dialectal 

variant: Positive Anymore (involves an addition rather than a deletion)
“Everyone drives a car anymore instead of walking.”  (Gloss: ‘drives a car nowadays’)

METHOD & MATERIALS

DIALECTAL NEED
Syntactic construction in some regional English dialects

Design: Exposure-test paradigm (invisible to participant)
Ø Test effects of Dialectal Need on processing of other 

syntactic constructions
Subjects: Web-based with specific geographic areas targeted
Ø Post-experiment questionnaire to confirm prior unfamiliarity 

with Dialectal Need
Ø Lure questions about other structures to avoid bias

Task: Word-by-word self-paced reading
Materials: Simulated e-mail stimuli, 3-4 sentences each
Ø Next-to-last sentence is critical sentence
Ø 15% of total sentences

Measure: RT in 2-word disambiguating region

“The copier needs recycled
because it can’t be fixed.”

“The copier needs recycling...”
has same meaning as Conventional Need:

(copier is being recycled)
But without knowledge of Dialectal Need, “The copier needs 
recycled…” must be interpreted as including a modifier of an 
upcoming noun:

“The copier needs recycled paper to 
comply with our environmental policy.”
(paper is being recycled)

Results in garden path effect when disambiguating region
disambiguates sentence to Dialectal Need.

“I checked with Jessica about the fourth floor copier.
It just needs recycled because it can't be fixed. We'll
have to purchase a new one.”

Exposure to Dialectal Need
significantly slows processing
of another, dissimilar dialectal
variant (Positive Anymore)
Ø Evidence that readers do not 

just come to expect “errors” /
anomalous input or relax standards for input


